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ConversionCenter.comSpecializes in Customer Service and Conversion Van
Sales on Website

Â�Chat Live NowÂ� functionality provides virtual assistance to conversion van buyers.

San Jose, CA (PRWEB) January 12, 2005 -- ConversionCenter.com, the internetÂ�s site with the most
conversion vans, trucks and SUVÂ�s for sale, announces the addition of the Â�Chat Live NowÂ� feature to
their website. This personalized feature continues to distinguish ConversionCenter.com, as the conversion van
industryÂ�s leading online classified, helping buyers and sellers of these unique vehicles consummate the
transaction.

If visitors to ConversionCenter.com have questions about inventory, parts, accessibility, dealers, or more, they
can initiate an online Â�conversationÂ� with a virtual assistant. With online representatives that have years of
practical automotive experience and schooled in the nuances of what is available on ConversionCenter.com,
most questions can be answered real-time. Given the eventual question which requires further research, a team
of customer relationship specialists put their efforts into answering even the most difficult questions.

During moments when ConversionCenter.com online representatives are not available for virtual assistance,
there are numerous other e-contact points, including phone numbers for both East and West coast support.

Custom vehicles deserve custom support. The customer service from the Live Chat feature saves time and
simplifies the buying process. Efficient research tools and inventory selection, along with Â�page-pushÂ�
technology reduces the complexity in finding the conversion van, truck or SUV of choice.

About ConversionCenter.com
Since its inception in December 2003, ConversionCenter.com now lists over 500 vehicles from dealers
nationwide. ConversionCenter.com is constructed from partners with over seven years experience in the
automotive industry, dealer-level experience in marketing, internet sales departments and extensive previous e-
commerce experience.

To search for or build your own conversion van, truck or SUV,please visit www.conversioncenter.com
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Contact Information
Justin Morgan
ConversionCenter.com
http://www.conversioncenter.com
800-504-2067

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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